
             
Date: 02-10-2019 

                                                                                                           Venue: CHIRRAVURU 

Gandhi Jayanti “Say No to Plastic” 

NSS Volunteers of Dept of CSE of K L E F has Conducted “Plantation and 

awareness on sanitation” on 02nd October, 2019 in one of the village adopted by the K L 

University i.e Chirravur as a part of this NSS Volunteers from Unit-7,  Program Officer 

Dr P. Yellamma, Dr KVD. Kiran, Dr Siva Nageshwararo, Mr Ch Mohan, Mr B 

venkatewararao, Mr Neeranjan Appaswamy, Mr.K. Yellaswamy, Mr N. Ravinder, Mrs 

Syamala, Mrs Radha and Mrs Santhi sri are involved. On the day of the event, all the 51 

NSS volunteers along with faculty started from the college at 10.30 am in bus and 

reached the Chirravur by 10.45 am. 

Summary of the Event 

As the day’s occasion is Gandhi Jayanthi, at panchayat office we decorated our 

Gandhiji photo with garland and have some speech by Dr P Yellamma (program officer) 

and faculty members. Then we went to school and decorated the statue of Gandhi and our 

volunteers shared their feelings about the day. 

No. of Volunteers Participated: 51 

No. of faculty Participated: 18 

   



 A small interactive session with students of ZPH school to not to use plastic and 

keep their premises clean and hygiene. 

  

In Recent Times plastic usage has been increasing abruptly, so we decided to 

create awareness on it. Plastic bags are cheap and light weight so people are interested to 

use these plastic bags rather than cloth bags which are costlier than plastic.  

* Removing Plastic Materials * 

So, we decided to create awareness that environment is much more valuable than 

anything else. As a part of Swacch Bharat we collected all the plastic materials that are 

thrown across the roads. 

  

All the volunteers were divided into groups by the program officer with a faculty 

along with them and went in four directions of CHIRRAVURU, to ensure that the 

volunteers covered most of the village premises. 


